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[1] Langmuir wave characteristics in the Earth’s foreshock were examined to identify
possible nonlinear wave behavior for two case studies with data from the Cluster
Wideband Data Plasma Wave Receiver. The occurrence rates of four types of power
spectra near the foreshock edge were determined: (1) spectra with power at the local
plasma frequency fpe only, (2) spectra with power at fpe and 2fpe, (3) spectra with double
peaks near fpe, and (4) spectra with double peaks near fpe and peaks at low frequencies
indicative of ion acoustic waves. For electric field waveform amplitudes between 0.1 and
22.0 mV/m, most power spectra fell into the fpe only and double‐peaked categories.
The maximum Langmuir wave amplitudes and bump‐on‐tail reduced electron distribution
functions from Cluster PEACE data were more consistent with saturation of wave growth
by electrostatic decay than modulational instabilities. However, few spectra had the double
peaks near fpe and ion acoustic waves indicative of electrostatic decay, suggesting
other processes may also be at work. For amplitudes greater than 22.0 mV/m, most power
spectra fell into the fpe and 2fpe category, but many of the harmonics were too weak to be
clearly distinguished from harmonics caused by instrumental effects.
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1. Introduction

[2] Just upstream from the Earth’s bow shock, the fore-
shock region is connected to the bow shock by the inter-
planetary magnetic field and populated by solar wind
particles accelerated and reflected at the bow shock by a fast
Fermi process [Leroy and Mangeney, 1984; Wu, 1984].
Filbert and Kellogg [1979] were the first to suggest that the
Langmuir waves (∼3–30 kHz) observed in the foreshock
[Scarf et al., 1971; Fredricks et al., 1971] were related to
beam‐like electrons reflected and accelerated at the quasi-
perpendicular bow shock near the point where the inter-
planetary magnetic field is tangent to the bow shock.
[3] Many observations have been made of linear and

nonlinear Langmuir wave behavior and unstable electron
populations in the Earth’s foreshock. Observations have
been made of impulsive, broadband electrostatic waves at
frequencies well above or below the local plasma frequency
fpe [Lacombe et al., 1985], which are often referred to as

downshifted plasma oscillations [Fuselier et al., 1985], and
explained in terms of electron acoustic waves driven
unstable by ion and electron beams [Marsch, 1985]. How-
ever, the focus of this paper is on waves at harmonics of the
plasma frequency [Gurnett, 1975], which have been
observed by many spacecraft since the 1970s, and the
nonlinear processes which may generate these waves. Data
from ISEE‐1 and ISEE‐3 [Hoang et al., 1981; Lacombe
et al., 1988] and Geotail [Kasaba et al., 1997; 2000]
showed that the source region of the 2fpe radio emissions is
the electron foreshock, the leading edge of the foreshock
where the largest amplitude Langmuir waves are found, and
that the intensity of the 2fpe emissions generally depends
upon the intensity of the Langmuir waves. Although these
waves are thought of as harmonics, the frequency of the
waves is not always twice the local value of fpe. Bifurca-
tions of the emissions near 2fpe have been observed by
ISEE‐3 and Geotail and are thought to be caused by solar
wind density discontinuities passing the satellite [Lacombe
et al., 1988; Kasaba et al., 1997]. Other observations have
suggested that waves at higher order harmonics of fpe may
also be observed [Cairns, 1986].
[4] Evidence has been found for nonlinear three‐wave

interactions in the Earth’s foreshock [Bale et al., 1996;
Kellogg et al., 1996; Walker et al., 2003], which may
explain the generation of these waves at harmonics of the
plasma frequency [Cairns and Melrose, 1985] and the
modulations of the Langmuir wave envelopes [Cairns and
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Robinson, 1992]. In these theories, beam‐driven Langmuir
waves undergo a decay or a coalescence with preexisting ion
acoustic waves, generating a secondary spectrum of back-
scattered Langmuir waves,

L� S ! L0; ð1Þ

where L is a beam‐driven Langmuir wave, S is an ion
acoustic wave, and L′ is a backscattered Langmuir wave.
Harmonics can be generated if the backscattered waves and
beam‐driven waves coalesce to produce transverse electro-
magnetic waves at roughly twice the local plasma frequency
2fpe,

Lþ L0 ! T ; ð2Þ

where L and L′ are the beam‐driven and backscattered
Langmuir waves as before, and T is a transverse electro-
magnetic wave. Wind spacecraft observations included a
variety of different waveforms and power spectra in the
Earth’s foreshock, with examples of possible three‐wave
interactions in the form of power spectra with peaks at two
separate frequencies near the plasma frequency [Kellogg
et al., 1996]. The difference in frequency between the
two peaks was consistent with an ion acoustic wave. Bico-
herence analysis performed on Wind waveforms [Bale et al.,
1996] and Cluster Wideband Data (WBD) Plasma Wave
Receiver electric field waveforms [Walker et al., 2003] also
showed evidence for nonlinear three‐wave interactions in
the Earth’s foreshock. Bicoherence and wavelet analysis of
STEREO S/WAVES data shows that three‐wave interac-
tions may also occur during type III emissions [Henri et al.,
2009]. Results from Cluster have shown that Langmuir
waves in the foreshock could also undergo parametric decay
into an electron acoustic wave and an ion acoustic wave
[Soucek et al., 2005], instead of the interaction shown in
equation (1).
[5] For two case studies, we have examined the occur-

rence rates of four different types of electric field power
spectra observed by Cluster near the foreshock’s boundary
with the solar wind in order to gauge the importance of
nonlinear interactions and to experimentally determine the
electrostatic decay threshold. The types of power spectra
consideredwere: (1) spectra with power at fpe only, (2) spectra
with power at fpe and 2fpe, (3) spectra with double peaks
near fpe but no low frequency waves, and (4) spectra with
double peaks near fpe accompanied by low frequency waves
identified as ion acoustic waves. Type (2) provides evidence
for the nonlinear interaction described in equation (2) that is
thought to produce waves at harmonics of the plasma fre-
quency [e.g., Cairns and Melrose, 1985; Cairns, 1986].
Types (3) and (4) provide evidence for the nonlinear inter-
action described in equation (1), which may supply the
backscattered Langmuir waves required for the interaction
described in equation (2) [e.g., Bale et al., 1996;Walker et al.,
2003]. We did not consider downshifted waves or beam
mode waves [Etcheto and Faucheux, 1984; Lacombe et al.,
1985; Marsch, 1985] in this paper. In our study, we clas-
sified waves as downshifted if their power spectra featured a
single, broad peak more than 10 kHz wide near the plasma
frequency. Although examples of downshifted waves were
found near the foreshock edge in both case studies, these

waves are more typically found deep within the foreshock,
not near the edge. Downshifted waves may be produced by
beams with speeds on the order of the electron thermal speed
[Fuselier et al., 1985] or a loss‐cone instability [Lobzin et al.,
2005], rather than the more energetic electron beams found
near the boundary between the foreshock and solar wind.
This paper will instead concentrate on evidence for the
nonlinear interactions involved in generating double‐peaked
power spectra and 2fpe emissions near the foreshock edge,
where the largest amplitude waves and most energetic
electron beams are found. We will also discuss nonlinear
instrumental behavior that may obscure the actual behavior
of waves in the foreshock.

2. Foreshock Data Sets

[6] In the 77 kHz bandwidth mode, the Cluster WBD
Plasma Wave Receiver [Gurnett et al., 1997] obtains two
back‐to‐back ∼5 ms electric field waveforms every 79.5 ms.
The gain of the WBD receiver is set over a range of 75 dB in
5 dB increments. In the automatic gain control (AGC) mode,
the gain state is adjusted to keep the measured average
signal within the range of the digitizer. The full peak
amplitude range of the WBD Plasma Wave Receiver is
approximately 2.6 × 10−5 mV/m to 36.9 mV/m or 123 dB.
The waveforms are digitized using a linear, 8‐bit analog‐
to‐digital converter and the dynamic range in each gain state
covers 48 dB within the full 123 dB range. As a result of the
8‐bit digitization, the uncalibrated WBD waveform electric
fields have integer byte values ranging between 0 and
255 counts. To calculate the power spectra used in this
paper, we applied a Hanning window to each 5 ms wave-
form and then performed a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
[7] Langmuir wave amplitudes in the Earth’s foreshock

can change on time scales less than 1 ms, so the 0.1 s
cadence at which the gain is updated in AGC mode can
result in occasional clipping of the waveform peaks when
the amplitudes exceed the range of the current gain setting.
The power spectra of clipped waveforms often exhibit sig-
nificant power at odd harmonics of the plasma frequency,
while the even harmonics feature relatively low power.
These harmonics are a purely instrumental effect [Walker
et al., 2002] so clipped waveforms were not used in our
study.
[8] The WBD receiver amplifiers can also introduce

instrumental harmonics for a sine wave test input even when
the output waveforms are not clipped. These harmonics arise
due to small nonlinearities in the receiver amplifiers which
can generate harmonics at very low levels for strong input
signals. This type of nonlinear behavior is a feature of all
amplifier circuits and is not unique to the amplifiers used in
the Cluster WBD Plasma Wave Receiver. Nonlinear
behavior in the WBD receiver amplifiers has previously
been explored by Walker et al. [2002] for a variety of input
signals. For our study, we have performed extensive bench
tests on a spare, flight‐quality WBD receiver to investigate
these sources of instrumental harmonics and measure the
power levels of these harmonics relative to the input sine
wave power. The results of these tests and their implications
for foreshock studies will be discussed in Section 4 of this
paper.
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[9] Converting analog field measurements into digital
waveforms may introduce nonphysical peaks into the power
spectra of the waveforms recorded by the Cluster WBD
Plasma Wave Receiver and other similar instruments. For
example, the Wind WAVES Time Domain Sampler (TDS)
[Bougeret et al., 1995] was designed as an 8‐bit analog‐to‐
log‐digital waveform receiver and optimized for recording
intense, bursty signals with large amplitude variations.
Although waves at harmonics of fpe were observed by the
Wind WAVES TDS near collisionless shocks, Kellogg
[2003] was reluctant to claim these harmonics were real
because the TDS data were compressed using a logarithmic
converter, which could have introduced instrumental arti-
facts into the data. In a study of Type II emissions from
interplanetary shocks, Farrell et al. [2004] documented the
effects of the logarithmic converter on power spectra. They
showed that the nonlinear Wind WAVES TDS signal
digitization does indeed introduce sampling noise related
spikes into the spectra, so that caution was needed in data
interpretation.
[10] To investigate possible signal digitization effects on

the power spectra of Cluster WBD waveforms, we used a
computer program to create a series of test waveforms and
simulate the signal digitization. The test waveforms con-
sisted of combinations of sine waves at various frequencies
and amplitudes that simulated Langmuir waves at the plasma
frequency, waves at the plasma frequency and twice the
plasma frequency, waves with a double peak near the plasma
frequency, waves with a double peak near the plasma fre-
quency and ion acoustic waves, and strong ion acoustic
waves with very weak Langmuir waves. We simulated
waveforms whose power spectra featured narrow peaks at
a fixed frequency and waveforms whose power spectra
featured broad peaks and frequencies that varied linearly
with time. Exponentially decaying envelopes were also
used in some test signals. The same waveform capture
length and sampling rate as the 77 kHz mode employed
in space‐based measurements made by the WBD receiver
were used in each test signal. The test waveforms were
created assuming typical foreshock amplitudes in mV/m
and various gain settings, then rescaled into arrays of
continuous floating point values between 0.0 and 255.0
using the WBD calibration parameters. To simulate digi-
tization effects, the test waveforms were converted to
integer byte values by dropping the decimal portion of
each floating point value. We applied a Hanning window
and performed the FFT on each waveform. Then we
compared the power spectra of waveforms scaled between
floating point values of 0.0 and 255.0 with the power
spectra of digitized waveforms with integer values
between 0 and 255 counts. The main effect of the signal
digitization is to raise the noise floor of the power
spectra. The linear signal digitization scheme used by the
WBD Plasma Wave Receiver does not appear to intro-
duce harmonics or other artifacts into power spectra as
long as the waveforms are well ranged for the gain setting
used, unlike the logarithmic signal digitization used by
the Wind WAVES TDS. However, it is possible that the
WBD Plasma Wave Receiver digitization still has some
influence for small amplitude waves. Guided by these
results, we decided to ignore waveforms with peak ampli-
tudes in the lowest 10.5 dB of the 48 dB range for each

gain state, as their amplitudes fell below the digitization
threshold at which a clear signal can be determined. These
steps ensured that the waveforms and spectra used were
well defined.
[11] Because the WBD receiver antenna is located in the

spin plane of the Cluster spacecraft, measurements near the
plasma frequency in the foreshock can exhibit an amplitude
modulation with a period of half the spacecraft spin period
(4 s) due to the changing antenna orientation with respect to
the background magnetic field. This spin modulation can be
used to confirm that the waves are consistent with Langmuir
waves, and not upper hybrid waves, which have a frequency
given by

fUH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f 2pe þ f 2ce

q
; ð3Þ

where fpe is the plasma frequency and fce is the electron
cyclotron frequency. Because of the small magnetic fields in
the solar wind, the cyclotron frequency in the foreshock may
only be a few hundred Hz. As a result, the upper hybrid
frequency can be quite close to the plasma frequency. For
Langmuir waves, the wave vector k is parallel to the
background magnetic field, but the wave vector for upper
hybrid waves is perpendicular to the background magnetic
field. Although the electric field amplitudes do not com-
pletely go to zero when the antenna is oriented perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field, the spin modulation patterns are
more consistent with Langmuir waves than upper hybrid
waves. The maximum electric field amplitudes are generally
observed when the angle between the antenna and the
background magnetic field is the smallest, and the minimum
electric field amplitudes are found when this angle is close
to 90°. Similar patterns of amplitude variation with the
antenna orientation relative to the magnetic field were
observed on wind [Bale et al., 2000]. Detailed analysis by
Bale et al. indicated that the foreshock wave amplitude
distributions were peaked at 0° and 180° relative to the
magnetic field.
[12] To obtain a more accurate measure of the Langmuir

wave electric field amplitudes, the waveform amplitudes can
be corrected to their assumed full amplitude along the
background magnetic field [e.g., Sigsbee et al., 2004a,
2004b; Soucek et al., 2005]. This requires that the measured
electric fields be multiplied by a correction factor of 1.0/cos�,
where � is the angle between the antenna and the magnetic
field. When we applied the spin modulation correction, data
taken from 79° ≤ � ≤ 101° were rejected because the
amplitude correction factor becomes very large for angles
close to 90°. Rejecting waveforms observed near 90° relative
to the background magnetic field also helps ensure that we
are only including Langmuir waves and not upper hybrid
waves. Applying the antenna angle correction to the wave-
form amplitudes increases the maximum peak amplitude that
can be measured from 36.9 mV/m to 184.5 mV/m.
[13] We used magnetic field and solar wind data from

ACE, along with magnetic field data from the Cluster FGM
experiment [Balogh et al., 2001] to determine Cluster’s
location relative to the foreshock boundary. Cluster PEACE
data [Johnstone et al., 1997] and CIS data [Reme et al.,
2001] were used to aid in calculations of the threshold for
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the three‐wave decay thought to explain the double‐peaked
power spectra.

3. Case Studies

[14] The intent of this study is to determine the occurrence
rates and properties of different types of power spectra
observed in the foreshock during short intervals of Cluster
data from 17 February 2002 and 21 January 2002. We
selected these time periods because they featured similar
solar wind conditions and wave amplitudes. Cluster was
also located at approximately the same distance from the
boundary between the foreshock and the solar wind and the
same distance from the point at which the solar wind
magnetic field is tangent to the bow shock for the time
periods considered, based upon the standard foreshock
coordinate system [Filbert and Kellogg, 1979; Cairns et al.,
1997].
[15] On 17 February 2002, Cluster was located mainly

inside the foreshock from 09:13:00–10:13:00 UT, except for
a brief entry into the solar wind from 09:13:35–09:15:59 UT
due to solar wind magnetic field variations. Throughout this
time period, the plasma frequency remained steady near
30 kHz, as shown in Figure 1. We considered the types of
power spectra found just after the spacecraft left the solar
wind and reentered the foreshock, between 09:15:59–
09:16:59 UT. During this short interval, Cluster was located
near 12.4 MLT, within 1 RE of the foreshock boundary and
about 5 RE from the magnetic tangent point using the
standard foreshock coordinate system [Filbert and Kellogg,
1979; Cairns et al., 1997] determined from the Cluster FGM
data, ACE solar wind parameters, and a paraboloid bow
shock model [Sigsbee et al., 2004a, 2004b]. For the time
period studied, solar wind conditions were steady and close
to average values, with VSW ∼420 km/s, nsw ∼11 cm−3, and

a dynamic pressure of ∼3 nPa. The maximum uncorrected
electric field amplitude measured by the Cluster WBD
receiver on spacecraft 3 without clipping from 09:15:59–
09:16:59 UT was 34.0 mV/m, and the average of the
uncorrected peak electric field amplitudes for each wave-
form capture in this interval was 3.1 mV/m. When corrected
for spin modulation effects due to the WBD antenna ori-
entation relative to the magnetic field, the maximum
amplitude during this time period was 69.7 mV/m and the
average amplitude was 5.8 mV/m. The time period studied
here included some of the data from the narrow region of
high wave amplitudes near the foreshock edge shown in
Figure 2 of Sigsbee et al. [2004a].
[16] On 21 January 2002, Cluster moved in and out of the

foreshock, solar wind, and magnetosheath between 01:15–
03:45 UT. Although the magnetic field was not steady on
this day, the solar wind conditions were similar to those on
17 February 2002, with VSW ∼440 km/s, nsw ∼10 cm−3, and a
dynamic pressure of ∼3 nPa. During this time period,
Cluster was located near 14.2 MLT, within 1 RE of the
foreshock boundary and 5–7 RE from the magnetic tangent
point. For this study, we selected the interval 01:54:20–
01:54:44 UT, just after Cluster left the solar wind and
entered the foreshock, as shown in Figure 2. Although
Cluster crossed the boundary between the foreshock and the
solar wind several times on this day, we focused on data
from 01:54:20–01:54:44 UT because of the large amplitude
waves observed during this interval. During this time period,
the maximum uncorrected electric field amplitude measured
by the Cluster WBD receiver on spacecraft 4 was 35.5 mV/m,
and the average of the uncorrected peak electric field
amplitudes for each waveform capture in this interval was
3.8 mV/m. When corrected for spin modulation effects, the
maximum amplitude during this time interval increased
to 82.3 mV/m and the average amplitude increased to

Figure 1. Spectrogram showing the Langmuir waves observed by Cluster spacecraft 3 in the foreshock
on 17 February 2002. The marked analysis interval is the time period considered in Figures 4 and 6.
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7.5 mV/m. These amplitudes are comparable to the ampli-
tudes observed on 17 February 2002, in spite of the more
variable solar wind conditions.
[17] Examples of waveforms and power spectra from the

two case study time periods illustrating the four power
spectra categories we considered are shown in Figure 3. The
amplitudes of these waveforms and their power spectra have
not been corrected for the spacecraft spin modulation. Panel
3(a) shows an example waveform and the corresponding
spectrum with power at fpe only, 3(b) with power at fpe and
2fpe, 3(c) with double peaks near fpe but no low frequency
waves, and 3(d) with double peaks near fpe and a low fre-
quency peak that represents ion acoustic waves. Power
spectra that are characterized only by a peak at fpe often have
very narrow peaks, as shown in Figure 3(a), but the width of
this peak is variable and downshifted waves with broad
peaks can look similar. To eliminate the possibility of
mixing the single peak data with that of downshifted waves,
we did not consider power spectra that had a single peak
near fpe more than 10 kHz wide.
[18] Power spectra, such as the example in Figure 3(b)

with peaks at fpe and 2fpe, suggest that nonlinear three‐
wave interactions have taken place, according to theories of
harmonic generation. Power spectra such as the examples
shown in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) featuring double peaks near
the local plasma frequency provide evidence for the beam‐
driven and backscattered Langmuir wave populations
described in theories of nonlinear three‐wave interactions.
However, only the example shown in Figure 3(d) provides
evidence of all three types of waves involved in these
interactions: the beam‐driven Langmuir waves, backscattered
Langmuir waves, and the lower frequency ion acoustic
waves. Similar power spectra would also result from the
decay of Langmuir waves into electron acoustic waves and
ion acoustic waves [Soucek et al., 2005]. The waveform in
Figure 3(c) has a gentle envelope modulation, while the

waveform corresponding to the double‐peaked power
spectra in Figure 3(d) shows evidence for beating between
the two Langmuir wave populations in the form of phase
changes near the zero crossings of the waveform envelope.
The waves near 2fpe also show a double‐peaked structure in
Figure 3(d). The waveform corresponding to the spectrum
shown in Figure 3(d) was well ranged for the gain state in
which this waveform was recorded, so this waveform was
not clipped nor does it appear to be affected by the signal
digitization. The double‐peaked harmonic in Figure 3(d)
also does not exactly fit the profile of previously docu-
mented WBD instrumental effects associated with beating
waveforms [Walker et al., 2002]. However, it still appears
likely that the harmonics shown in Figure 3(b) and 3(d) are
related to the response of the WBD receiver amplifiers. This
will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.
[19] To understand the significance of nonlinear processes

in the foreshock, we examined the occurrence rates of the
four types of Langmuir wave power spectra. Clipped
waveforms and waveforms with peak electric field values
below a minimum threshold were not included in this
analysis. We also considered only waveforms with power
spectra that have the largest peak above 4 kHz to eliminate
cases where ion acoustic waves were the dominant mode.
On 21 January 2002, the average frequency of the peak near
fpe was around 26.8 kHz, but the location of the peak was
highly variable and sometimes reached values near 40 kHz.
Because of this variability in fpe, waveforms where the
expected harmonic was above 77 kHz were eliminated as
they are above the filter cutoff for this operating mode.
Waveforms for which the expected 2fpe peak in the power
spectra was between 64.5 and 67.0 kHz were not included in
order to avoid the interference line at 65.75 kHz produced
by the spacecraft battery subsystem. Each foreshock wave-
form was placed into only one category. The double peak
and double peak with ion acoustic waves categories were

Figure 2. Spectrogram showing the Langmuir waves observed by Cluster spacecraft 4 in the foreshock
on 21 January 2002. The marked analysis interval is the time period considered in Figures 4 and 6.
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given priority over the harmonic category for two reasons.
The first reason is that one of the main goals of this study is
to assess the electric field amplitude thresholds for the
interaction in equation (1). The second reason is that
although double‐peaked spectra can exhibit harmonics,
many of these harmonics may be instrumental, as we will
explore in Section 4.
[20] Figure 4 shows the percentages of the four different

types of power spectra illustrated in Figure 3 for (a) ampli-
tudes between 0.1 and 22.0 mV/m and (b) amplitudes
greater than 22.0 mV/m on 17 February 2002 and 21 January
2002. These amplitudes have been corrected for the spin
modulation of the spacecraft. The amplitude ranges used in
Figure 4 were selected because there appeared to be a
division in the type of wave behavior observed for ampli-
tudes above and below 22 mV/m, which will be discussed in
more detail in Section 5. Applying the spin modulation

amplitude correction did not appear to have a significant
effect on the overall distribution of the different types of
power spectra. The main effect of applying the spin
modulation correction was that the amplitude division in
the types of power spectra found increased from about
14.0 mV/m to 22.0 mV/m. After the amplitude correction
was applied, the percentages of each type of power spectra
found in the lower amplitude range on 17 February 2002
changed by less than 1% because of the rejection of
waveforms recorded at angles close to 90°, where the spin
correction factor becomes very large. On 21 January 2002,
the percentages of each type of power spectra found in the
lower amplitude range changed by a maximum of about 3%.
Applying the spin correction had a slightly stronger effect
on the percentages of each type of spectra found in the
higher amplitude range for both days due to the combined
effects of the rejection of waveforms recorded close to 90°,

Figure 3. Examples of Cluster WBD waveforms and the corresponding power spectra with (a) peaks
near fpe, (b) peaks near fpe and 2fpe, (c) double peaks near fpe, and (d) double peaks near fpe along with
a low frequency peak that could represent ion acoustic waves.
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waveforms being moved from the lower to the upper
amplitude range, and the smaller numbers of waveforms in
the higher amplitude range. Overall, on 17 February 2002,
only about 14% of the waveforms in the four categories
were rejected because they were recorded at antenna spin
angles close to 90°. On 21 January 2002, only about 12% of
the waveforms were rejected.
[21] The maximum amplitude range of the WBD Plasma

Wave Receiver and rejection of clipped waveforms also
does not appear to have a significant influence on the sta-
tistics, as indicated by a detailed examination of the
behavior of the automatic gain control on 17 February 2002
[Sigsbee et al., 2004b]. During the ∼1 minute interval of
data from spacecraft 3 on 17 February 2002 examined in
this paper, 1526 waveforms were recorded and 153 wave-
forms were rejected due to clipping. Only 13 of these
waveforms were recorded in the 0 dB gain state and were
definitely outside of the receiver’s range. The other clipped
waveforms were recorded in gain states with higher ampli-
fications and lower maximum amplitudes, so they may not
necessarily have had amplitudes outside the maximum range
of the instrument. Many of these clipped waveforms are not
completely saturated and only have a few points exceeding
the range for the gain setting in which they were recorded,
suggesting that their amplitudes are generally within the
maximum range of the instrument. During the same time
interval on 17 February 2002, the WBD Plasma Wave
Receiver on spacecraft 4 was manually set to the 0 dB gain
state, permitting observations to be made up to the maxi-
mum level of the instrument throughout the entire time
period. Only 18 waveforms were clipped on spacecraft
4 during this time period. Because of the bursty nature of
foreshock waves, more waveforms were rejected because
their amplitudes were below the digitization threshold at
which a clear signal can be identified. A similar situation was
found during the time interval we examined on 21 January
2002.

[22] The results shown in Figure 4 are similar for both time
periods. The largest amplitude waves observed (22.0 mV/m
to 100.0 mV/m), generally had power spectra with peaks
only at fpe or power spectra with peaks at both fpe and 2fpe.
This is consistent with the idea that the 2fpe radio source is
located near the foreshock edge, where large amplitude
waves are expected. However, as we will discuss shortly,
most of the harmonics observed by Cluster may have been
caused by instrumental effects. Very few waveforms in this
amplitude range had power spectra with double peaks or
double peaks and ion acoustic waves. On 21 January 2002,
none of the spectra in the 22.0 mV/m to 100.0 mV/m
amplitude range fell into the double peak with ion acoustic
waves category.
[23] For smaller amplitude waves (0.1 mV/m to

22.0 mV/m), the results were distinctly different from the
results for the higher amplitude waves. Figure 4 shows that
for 0.1 to 22.0 mV/m, most power spectra fell into the
fpe‐only category, followed closely by power spectra with
double peaks near the local plasma frequency. The results in
the 0.1 to 22.0 mV/m amplitude range were similar for both
time periods except that the double peak with ion acoustic
waves category accounted for only 1% of the spectra on
21 January 2002, which is significantly lower than on
17 February 2002. It is interesting to note that over the entire
amplitude range considered, only about 39% of all the
spectra on 17 February 2002 had double peaks or double
peaks with ion acoustic waves. Over the entire amplitude
range considered, only 29% of the spectra on 21 January
2002 had double peaks or double peaks with ion acoustic
waves.

4. Harmonic Generation

[24] It is not entirely clear that the harmonics observed in
the Cluster WBD receiver data set are produced by the
coalescence of the beam‐driven and backscattered Langmuir

Figure 4. Histograms of the power spectra characteristics on 17 February 2002 and 21 January 2002 for
(a) waveforms in the amplitude range 0.1 to 22.0 mV/m, and (b) amplitudes greater than 22.0 mV/m.
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waves described in equation (2) because the harmonics are
often very weak compared to the fundamental. Following
the example of Cairns [1986] and Walker et al. [2002], we
performed a number of tests to determine whether the har-
monics observed by Cluster are natural or instrumental.
[25] Bench tests were performed using the spare flight

models of the WBD Plasma Wave Receiver and the Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) setup for Cluster at the Univer-
sity of Iowa to determine possible instrumental sources of
harmonics and the relative amplitudes of these instrumental
harmonics to the fundamental. These tests were performed
for an input frequency of 30 kHz using the WBD Plasma
Wave Receiver’s 77 kHz bandwidth mode, which is the
mode generally used to study Langmuir waves in the Earth’s
foreshock. We selected an input frequency of 30 kHz for the
bench tests because it was close to the plasma frequency

during the two foreshock cases examined in this paper. The
bench tests were conducted in the manual gain mode for the
gain states used most often in the foreshock, 0 to 35 dB. A
function generator with an amplitude range of 0 to 5 V
capable of generating sine waves at frequencies of ∼30 kHz
was used to provide the input signals for the spare WBD
Plasma Wave Receiver during the bench tests. To insure that
the function generator was producing a clean sine wave at a
single frequency, without harmonics, the output of the
function generator was examined using a signal analyzer.
The behavior of the function generator did not appear to be a
significant source of harmonics in our tests. Attenuators
were used to bring the input signal from the function gen-
erator into the range of the WBD Plasma Wave Receiver for
each gain state tested, while using the full voltage range
available. Using the GSE setup, the results of the tests were
saved to binary data files in the same format as the actual
WBD PlasmaWave Receiver frames on board the spacecraft.
[26] Figure 5 shows an example waveform and power

spectrum from a bench test of the WBD receiver electronics
in the 77 kHz mode and the 20 dB gain setting for an input
sine wave with a frequency of 30 kHz. The top panel of
Figure 5 shows the full 1090 point waveform with the
amplitude given in counts (0–255) centered around the
baseline value of approximately 127.5 counts. The second
panel of Figure 5 shows an expanded view of the first
millisecond of this waveform. The third panel of Figure 5
shows the power spectrum of the full 1090 point wave-
form. The power spectra of the bench test waveform data
were computed using a 1090 point FFT with a Hanning
window so that we could characterize instrumental harmonic
levels and compare them to harmonics observed in the
foreshock.
[27] We found that simply locating the maximum power

in a window around the expected harmonic was not a reli-
able method of harmonic identification due to the variable
power spectra background noise levels in both the bench test
data and foreshock data. In our bench test data analysis, we
examined the background fluctuation levels in the bench test
power spectra between 40 and 50 kHz, as no peaks due to
instrumental effects were expected in this frequency range.
The average background fluctuation level for the bench test
waveform shown in Figure 5 has been marked on the spectra
with a dashed line. We found that using a threshold of
7 times the standard deviation s of the background power
level was necessary to exclude most random power fluc-
tuations and to help our computer program automatically
identify peaks in the power spectra near the expected har-
monic at 60 kHz with a reasonable accuracy. The 7s
threshold used to identify peaks has been marked in Figure 5.
This approach greatly reduced the number of false positives
during the automatic search of the bench test power spectra
for harmonics.
[28] When the bench test power near 60 kHz was com-

pared to the background fluctuation levels using the above
condition, we found that an instrumental peak near the
second harmonic of the input frequency begins to appear
when the waveform amplitude reaches about 140 counts, or
20 dB of the 48 dB amplitude range that can be measured
for each gain setting. When the values of the bench test
power were placed into relative units of dB, we found that
for much of the amplitude range in the 0–35 dB gain set-

Figure 5. Example waveform and power spectrum from a
bench test of the WBD receiver for the 77 kHz mode, the
20 dB gain state, and a 30 kHz input sine wave. The top panel
shows the full 1090‐point waveform in counts (0–255). The
center panel shows an expanded view of 1 millisecond of
the waveform. The bottom panel shows the power spectrum
of the full 1090‐point waveform. Dashed and dotted lines
marking the various thresholds used to identify peaks in
comparisons with flight data have been marked on the
spectra.
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tings, the second harmonic produced by the WBD receiver
amplifier response is typically about 40 dB down in strength
from the fundamental. The power level at the second har-
monic in Figure 5 has been marked with a dashed and dotted
line and is approximately 40 dB down from the power at the
input frequency. In other words, the power at the instru-
mental second harmonic produced by the WBD receiver
amplifiers is a factor of 10−4 times weaker than the power at
the input frequency. However, when the waveform peak
amplitudes reach values close to the maximum levels of 0
and 255 counts, the difference between the power at the
second harmonic and the fundamental can be smaller. We
suspect that this response is typical of the amplifiers gen-
erally used in spaceflight applications and is not unique to
the amplifiers on board the Cluster WBD Plasma Wave
Receiver.
[29] We then compared the harmonic power levels

observed in the foreshock to the bench test results. When
analyzing the foreshock data, we searched an 8 kHz window
around the expected harmonic frequency to determine the
actual location of the harmonic peak. As in the bench tests,
peaks near 2fpe in the waveform power spectra were only
considered if they were more than 7 times the standard
deviation s above the average background power level for
that waveform. This was done for consistency with the
bench tests and to minimize the number of spectra in the fpe
only, double peak, and double peak with ion acoustic waves
categories that were flagged as having harmonics by the
computer program even though harmonics did not appear to
be present during visual inspection of the spectra. Once
peaks near 2fpe were identified in the foreshock power
spectra, we compared the power level near 2fpe to the
instrumental harmonic levels in bench test waveforms that
had the same peak amplitude in counts for the same WBD
receiver gain setting used in the foreshock. The bench test
harmonic levels used for this comparison were determined
by averaging the values of the bench test spectra at the

instrumental harmonic peak over all of the bench test
waveforms for the same gain setting with the same maxi-
mum count values between 0 and 255. Peaks in the power
spectra near 2fpe were considered to be naturally produced
and not instrumental if they were more than 6 dB above the
instrumental levels for the same gain setting and same
maximum waveform amplitude in counts. In other words,
we required that the power near 2fpe be greater than the
power at the instrumental second harmonic produced by the
WBD receiver amplifiers by a factor of 4. The 6 dB
threshold used to determine whether harmonics were instru-
mental or natural has been marked in Figure 5.
[30] Based upon the results of our bench tests, a signifi-

cant portion of the harmonics observed by the Cluster WBD
receiver in the Earth’s foreshock may be caused by instru-
mental effects in the receiver amplifiers. Figure 6 shows the
distribution of the four types of spectra we considered after
harmonics below the instrumental levels were removed and
reclassified into the fpe‐only category. For the time period
studied on 17 February 2002, there were 156 waveforms
with amplitudes between 0.1 and 22 mV/m in the fpe and
harmonics category. Only six of these waveforms, or 1% of
all waveforms during this time interval, had harmonics more
than 6 dB above the instrumental level. For waveforms
with amplitudes between 22 and 100 mV/m, there were
30 waveforms in the fpe and harmonics category, but none of
them had harmonics more than 6 dB above the instrumental
level. A similar result was obtained for 21 January 2002.
For amplitudes between 0.1 and 22 mV/m, there were
30 waveforms in the fpe and harmonics category. Only
3 waveforms, or 2% of all waveforms during this time
interval, had harmonics more than 6 dB above the instru-
mental level. There were 26 waveforms with amplitudes
between 22 and 100 mV/m in the fpe and harmonics cate-
gory, but none of these waveforms had harmonic amplitudes
at least 6 dB above the instrumental level.

Figure 6. Histograms of the power spectra characteristics on 17 February 2002 and 21 January 2002 for
(a) waveforms in the amplitude range 0.1 to 22.0 mV/m, and (b) amplitudes greater than 22.0 mV/m after
spectra with instrumental harmonics have been reclassified into the fpe‐only category.
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[31] Although the bench tests suggest that most of the
observed harmonics are instrumental, our simple screening
of the data based upon the bench test levels may be elimi-
nating some waveforms with weak, natural harmonics. We
could therefore be underestimating the percentage of
waveforms with harmonics in our study. According to
Cairns [1986], waves at harmonics of the plasma frequency
observed by ISEE‐1 sometimes exhibited a directional spin
modulation pattern. If the harmonics observed by Cluster
WBD are instrumental, their amplitudes must depend on the
orientation of the antenna in the same manner as the fun-
damental. If the harmonics are real, the amplitudes could
have different spin modulation patterns from the funda-
mental. When we examined the spin modulation patterns
for spacecraft 3 on 17 February 2002 from 09:15:59 to
09:16:59 UT, we found that the power at fpe and the power at
2fpe exhibited the same spin modulation pattern. The power
observed at both fpe and 2fpe can vary by as much as 10 to
20 dB from their maximum to minimum values as the
antennas rotate relative to the magnetic field. Both the power
at fpe and the power at 2fpe had a minimum value at angles
near 90°. The maximum power at both fpe and 2fpe occurred
when the antennas were most closely aligned with the mag-
netic field (33° and 150°). The peak electric field values in
each waveform exhibit a similar spin modulation pattern and
the gain state also changes in response to the electric field
variations that result from the changing antenna orientation
relative to the magnetic field. Higher gain settings (larger
amplifications) are generally needed as the antenna angle
approaches 90° to compensate for the smaller signals
detected. When we examined the spin modulation patterns
for Cluster spacecraft 4 on 21 January 2002 from 01:54:20
to 01:54:44 UT, we found a similar result. The maximum
power at both fpe and 2fpe occurred when the antennas were
most closely aligned with the magnetic field (40° and 140°)
and the minimum power occurred when the antennas were
perpendicular to the magnetic field. A possible explanation
for the difference in the result of the spin modulation checks
performed on the ISEE‐1 and Cluster data is that the ISEE‐1
study used spectral density measurements, which can be
strongly affected by spatial and temporal averaging.
[32] During our bench tests, the frequency of the second

harmonic caused by amplifier distortion was exactly twice

the frequency of the input signal. In data from the foreshock,
the frequencies of the waves near the second harmonic
might not always be exactly twice the frequency of the
fundamental if these signals are natural [Cairns, 1986;
Lacombe et al., 1988; Kasaba et al., 1997]. According to
equation (2), the waves at the second harmonic are elec-
tromagnetic in nature, which means they could have prop-
agated to the spacecraft from a location where the plasma
frequency is slightly higher or lower than the local plasma
frequency measured at the spacecraft. Waves propagating to
the spacecraft from another region could also be Doppler
shifted. To explore this possibility, we searched an 8 kHz
window around the expected harmonic frequency to deter-
mine the actual location of the harmonic peak in the fore-
shock data. Only peaks that were more than 7 times the
standard deviation above the average background power
were considered.
[33] Table 1 shows the numbers of waveforms for the 0.1

to 22.0 mV/m amplitude range on 17 February 2002 clas-
sified into the fpe and 2fpe, double peak, and double peak
with ion acoustic waves categories that may have nonin-
strumental harmonics. The second column of Table 1 shows
the number of waveforms originally sorted into these cate-
gories. The third column shows the numbers and percen-
tages of waveforms in these categories found to have
harmonics above the instrumental level. The percentages
given are based upon the total number of waveforms found
in the 0.1 to 22.0 mV/m amplitude range during this time
interval. For the fpe and 2fpe category, the percentage shown
in the third column of Table 1 is the same percentage of
waveforms shown in Figure 6. For the time period shown in
Table 1, several power spectra were found where the har-
monic was located more than 1 kHz away from the expected
frequency. The largest difference between the expected and
measured harmonic frequency was 2.6 kHz. Some spectra
had both harmonics above the instrumental level and har-
monics whose frequency differed from the expected value
by more than 1 kHz. Each waveform with a possible non-
instrumental harmonic was counted only once in the total
number of possible noninstrumental harmonics shown in the
last column of Table 1. As a result, this value is not equal to
the sum of the third and fourth columns. Table 2 shows the
same information for the 0.1 to 22.0 mV/m amplitude range

Table 1. Possible Harmonic Observations 0.1 < E < 22 mV/m on 17 February 2002a

Category N
Harmonic above
Instrumental Level

Harmonic f off by
More than 1 kHz

Total Noninstrumental
Harmonics

fpe and 2fpe 156 6 (1%) 12 (1%) 17 (2%)
Double peak 217 27 (3%) 29 (4%) 42 (5%)
Double peak with ion

acoustic wave
118 2 (less than 1%) 28 (3%) 29 (4%)

aPercentages based upon N = 831 waveforms.

Table 2. Possible Harmonic Observations 0.1 < E < 22 mV/m on 21 January 2002a

Category N
Harmonic above
Instrumental Level

Harmonic f off by
More than 1 kHz

Total Noninstrumental
Harmonics

fpe and 2fpe 30 3 (2%) 3 (2%) 5 (3%)
Double peak 52 6 (4%) 7 (4%) 11 (7%)
Double peak with ion

acoustic wave
2 0 0 0

aPercentages based upon N = 159 waveforms.
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on 21 January 2002. The largest difference between the
expected and measured harmonic frequencies for this
amplitude range during the time period studied on 21 January
2002 was 3.4 kHz. For the 22.0 to 100 mV/m amplitude
range, no possible noninstrumental harmonics were found
on 17 February 2002. Only one was found on 21 January
2002. In this case, the frequency difference between the
expected and measured harmonic was 1.2 kHz and the
harmonic was not above the instrumental level. Visual
inspection of the power spectra revealed that the frequency
difference between the expected harmonic and the peak
identified by the computer program may be due to a slight
broadening of the peaks near fpe and 2fpe and the difficulties
in automatically identifying peaks near fpe and 2fpe when
they are superimposed upon large background fluctuations.
These examples did not appear to be cases of bifurcation of
the 2fpe emissions [Lacombe et al., 1988; Kasaba et al.,
1997]. Even when the observed harmonic frequency dif-
fers from the expected frequency, caution must be used in
data interpretation.
[34] Waveforms in the double peak and double peak with

ion acoustic wave categories can also have harmonics, as
shown by Figure 3(d) and the data in Tables 1 and 2. When
the data were screened using a computer program that found
themaximum power in an 8 kHzwindow around the expected
2fpe, we did find a few waveforms in the double peak and
double peak with ion acoustic waves categories that had
power near 2fpe more than 6 dB above the instrumental
harmonic levels determined in our bench tests. If we include
these waveforms with the waveforms in the fpe and 2fpe
category that have possible noninstrumental harmonics, we
find that about 10%–11% of all waveforms over the entire
amplitude range have noninstrumental harmonics.
[35] However, extra caution must be exercised when

examining double‐peaked spectra for harmonics. Harmonics
such as those in Figure 3(d) are highly suspicious, as they
exhibit exactly the same double‐peaked structure as the
fundamental and are relatively weak, which could indicate
they are produced in the receiver amplifiers. Comparison
with the bench test harmonic levels can eliminate many
instrumental harmonics such as the ones in Figure 3(d).
Even when the harmonics do not have exactly the same
structure as the peaks near fpe, or the harmonic frequencies
were not exactly what were expected, these signals may not
be natural. When we tested the receiver electronics, we used
only sine wave inputs for simplicity, but the amplifiers can
behave differently for nonsinusoidal signals or strong sig-
nals with beating waveforms at closely spaced frequencies
[Walker et al., 2002]. We did not see much evidence in the
foreshock data for the types of nonlinear amplifier behavior
reported in the bench tests conducted by Walker et al.
[2002]. However, a few of the double‐peaked power spec-
tra did have harmonics with a complicated structure that
could indicate the type of nonlinear instrumental behavior
reported in their paper. Based upon our analysis and the
results of Walker et al. [2002], most of the harmonics found
in the double peak and double peak with ion acoustic wave
categories are probably instrumental. Other types of wave
behavior are often observed in the foreshock, such as
broadening of power spectral peaks that can result from

time‐varying wave frequencies. Nonstationary features such
as these could also produce a different instrumental response
than what was found in our bench tests using sine wave
inputs, so extreme caution must also be used in studying
harmonics for these types of waveforms. If we exclude the
waveforms from the double peak and double peak with ion
acoustic waves categories in Tables 1 and 2 due to the
suspicious nature of the harmonics accompanying these
waveforms, we find that overall, only about 2%–3% of
waveforms during the two time periods we examined have
noninstrumental harmonics.

5. Discussion

[36] It appears that most of the harmonics associated with
large‐amplitude Langmuir waves near the foreshock edge in
the Cluster data set were at an amplitude which cannot be
distinguished from instrumental effects, but the smaller
amplitude waves characterized by double‐peaked power
spectra may still provide evidence of possible three‐wave
decay interactions. We varied the amplitude ranges on the
histograms in Figure 4 until we discovered that very few
power spectra with double peaks or double peaks and ion
acoustic waves were observed above an amplitude of
22.0 mV/m. Statistically, during the interval studied on
17 February 2002, there were 20 times more waveforms
with amplitudes less than 22.0 mV/m than there were with
amplitudes above this value. On 21 January 2002, there
were about 5 times more waveforms with amplitudes less
than 22.0 mV/m than there were with amplitudes above this
value. This means the large amplitude, single peak events
represent a small fraction of the total.
[37] One plausible explanation for this threshold effect is

that the small group of waveforms with amplitudes above
22.0 mV/m and single‐peaked power spectra represent
waves which have not yet experienced the decay process.
These higher amplitude waves can grow at phase velocities
corresponding to higher energy electron beams where
Landau damping is decreased. In this scenario, the wave-
forms with double‐peaked power spectra and amplitudes
less than 22.0 mV/m represent lower amplitude Langmuir
waves and backscattered waves that result after the decay
process has occurred. Waveforms with amplitudes less than
22.0 mV/m and single‐peaked power spectra have not yet
reached the level at which decay occurs. Thus, Figure 4
implies Langmuir wave growth is saturated by some pro-
cess and that the electrostatic decay threshold in our case
studies was usually around a minimum value of 22.0 mV/m,
but variations in foreshock conditions sometimes permitted
Langmuir waves to grow to larger amplitudes before they
eventually succumbed to decay.

5.1. Electrostatic Decay Threshold

[38] To further investigate the causes for the division in
the types of Langmuir wave power spectra for amplitudes
above and below 22.0 mV/m, we calculated the threshold for
electrostatic decay using Cluster data. Robinson and Cairns
[1995] estimated the maximum Langmuir wave electric
fields expected at planetary foreshocks by assuming elec-
trostatic decay saturates beam‐driven Langmuir wave
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growth. The random‐phase decay has an electric field
threshold,
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where gL′ is the linear damping rate of the product L′ wave,
nb is the electron beam speed, Dn is the beam’s effective
thermal spread, and Ve is the electron thermal speed. The
threshold depends upon the position in the foreshock due to
the electron distribution variation with distance from the
foreshock boundary. Using experimental profiles for the
solar wind density and temperature dependence on distance
from the Sun, Robinson and Cairns [1995] estimated EL0

∼20 mV/m at 1 AU. Cairns et al. [1998] found the threshold
was EL0 ∼2.2 mV/m for typical values near the edge of the
Earth’s foreshock.
[39] Bursty, intermittent electron beams with energies of

100–200 eV were observed in the foreshock by the Cluster
PEACE experiment during the time period we studied on
17 February 2002. Figure 7 shows the Cluster PEACE
phase space density for 0° and 180° pitch angle (solid
black line) from spacecraft 3 between 09:16:04.109 and
09:16:06.229 UT. The data shown in Figure 7 are 2D Pitch
Angle Distribution (PAD) data from the PEACE low energy
sensor (LEEA). A fit to the sum of a background Max-
wellian distribution with T = 8.0 × 104 K and a half‐Max-
wellian beam distribution centered on 70.0 eV is shown in
red for the phase space density at 0°. A phase space
weighted average of the energies in the beam at 0° for phase
space densities above 1.0 s3/km6, yields a beam energy of
115 eV and speed of nb = 6400 km/s. The thermal spread of
the electron beam from the fit shown in Figure 7 was Dn/nb

∼0.4. Cluster PEACE electron moments indicate that Te =
1.5 × 105 K (Ve = 1500 km/s) and ne ∼11 cm−3. This value
of the electron density gives fpe ∼30 kHz, which agrees with
the plasma frequency indicated by the WBD receiver. The
Cluster CIS experiment indicated kTi ∼35 eV or Ti ∼4.1 ×
105 K. Following Cairns et al. [1998] and assuming gL′
∼10−4wp for the linear damping rate of the backscattered
waves, these values give EL0 ∼4.3 mV/m.
[40] The threshold of 4.3 mV/m calculated above for

17 February 2002 does not agree very well with the
22.0 mV/m threshold suggested by Figure 4, but it is con-
sistent with the value of 2.2 mV/m found by Cairns et al.
[1998] for typical foreshock parameters. Robinson et al.
[1993] showed that Langmuir wave electric fields could
briefly be driven up to 3EL0 before nonlinear wave damping
saturates linear growth. If this is the case, our threshold
estimate increases to 3EL0 ∼13 mV/m, which is reasonably
close to the threshold indicated by Figure 4, considering the
temporal and spatial variability of foreshock electron beams.
[41] There is some uncertainly in the value of gL′ used in

the above calculation of the electrostatic decay threshold. In
an attempt to improve our calculation of EL0, we calculated
the damping rate of the backscattered waves gL′ based upon
the Cluster PEACE electron data. If we assume the waves
are Landau damped [Melrose, 1986], and that nb = w/k, as
for beam‐driven Langmuir waves, we have
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for a Maxwellian electron distribution. Using the same
electron parameters as before, we have nb/Ve = 4.2, which
gives gL′ ∼0.01wp for the damping rate of the backscattered
L′ waves. With the plasma parameters used previously, this
damping rate gives EL0 = 42.6 mV/m, which is higher than
the results shown in Figure 4 would suggest. To place the
above calculations in context, using the same electron and
ion densities and temperatures as above, and increasing the
beam energy to 138 eV (nb = 6900 km/s, nb/Ve = 4.6) would
produce a damping rate of gL′ ∼2.9 × 10−3wp and EL0 =
21.8 mV/m. Beams with speeds of about 7000 km/s have
been observed in the foreshock [Fitzenreiter et al., 1984], so
these values are not unreasonable. These two estimates of
the growth rate give thresholds for electrostatic decay that
bracket the observed division in the types of power spectra
observed, suggesting that our observations are due to elec-
trostatic decay, but the theory needs further development.
[42] Although a Maxwellian beam is often assumed in

calculations of the Landau damping rate, this may not be
entirely appropriate for the bump‐on‐tail electron distribu-
tions that arise due to time‐of‐flight effects in the foreshock.
A more general way to determine the Landau damping rate
is to examine the dispersion relation for electron plasma
oscillations obtained from the Vlasov equation [Chen, 1984]
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where k is the wave number and f is the one‐dimensional, or
reduced distribution function for the electrons, normalized
by a factor of 1/ne. The damping rate is given by the

Figure 7. Cluster PEACE electron data for 0° pitch angle
(black) showing an electron beam observed by spacecraft
3 on 17 February 2002. The 0° cut of the pitch angle distri-
bution is from the portion of the distribution taken between
09:16:04.109–09:16:04.226 UT and the 180° cut is from the
portion of the distribution taken between 09:16:06.112–
09:16:06.229 UT. The red line shows a fit to the data of a
Maxwellian core distribution plus a half‐Maxwellian beam
distribution with a center energy of 70 eV.
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imaginary part of w from equation (6), which depends on the
slope of the reduced distribution function, ∂f /∂n evaluated at
the phase velocity, n8. Figure 8 shows a reduced distribution
function for the same electron beam as in Figure 7. The
reduced distribution function was constructed from the 2D
PAD LEEA data (CPPADL) taken between 09:16:04.109
and 09:16:06.229 UT after recomputing the pitch angles
using high‐resolution FGM data and correcting the energy
levels for the spacecraft potential. The shaded region on the
right‐hand side (Vk > 0) of Figure 8 indicates where ∂f /∂n is
positive in the electron beam, leading to the growth of
beam‐driven Langmuir waves. For this electron beam,
determining ∂f /∂n in the positive slope region of the beam
yields Langmuir wave growth rates of gL ∼0.001wp to
0.01wp, with an average growth rate of gL ∼0.008wp. The
shaded region on the left‐hand side (Vk < 0) of Figure 8
indicates a “shoulder” in the reduced distribution function
that most likely arises due to the interaction of backscattered
Langmuir waves with foreshock electrons. This feature is
located at approximately the same velocities as the electron
beam on the right‐hand side of Figure 8. In the shoulder
region, ∂f/∂n is negative, leading to damping of the back-
scattered Langmuir waves. Setting w/k to the average
velocity in the shoulder and determining ∂f/∂n in the shaded
region gives damping rates between gL′ ∼0.008wp to 0.02wp,
with an average damping rate of gL′ ∼0.01wp for the back-
scattered Langmuir waves. For the average damping rate gL′
∼0.01wp, we have EL0 = 42.6 mV/m. For the range of
damping rates gL′ ∼0.008wp to 0.02wp, we have EL0 =
38.1 mV/m to 60.2 mV/m. These values are consistent
with the growth rates estimated using the Landau damping
rate for a Maxwellian distribution given in equation (4).
These values of EL0 are about a factor of 2–3 higher than
the 22.0 mV/m threshold indicated by the majority of
the waveforms included in Figures 4 and 6. However, the
maximum estimate of EL0 given above is quite close to
the maximum amplitude of 69.7 mV/m observed during
the time interval studied on 17 February 2002, consistent
with the idea that decay processes can limit wave growth.

[43] The electron beam speeds in the foreshock are highly
variable with time and decrease with increasing distance
away from the foreshock boundary [Fitzenreiter et al.,
1990]. Wind spacecraft data have shown that the stability
of foreshock electrons varies with time and unstable bumps
can be found in reduced distribution functions from close to
the thermal core out to the tail of the distribution at energies
approaching 1 keV [Fitzenreiter et al., 1996]. Because of
the temporal and spatial variability in the energy and sta-
bility of the electron reduced distribution functions, we
would expect to have a range of different beam speeds and
thresholds for electrostatic decay during the time periods
studied. Unfortunately, the time resolution of the Cluster
PEACE investigation limits the accuracy of our calculations.
The time resolution of PEACE is superior to that of electron
measurements made on board earlier spacecraft used to
study foreshock waves, such as ISEE, which required 24 s to
obtain a complete distribution. However, PEACE still re-
quires a spin period or 4 s to obtain a complete, 3D angular
electron distribution over the full energy range of the
instrument [Johnstone et al., 1997]. Only partial electron
distributions can be obtained over shorter time intervals. In
the PEACE PAD data set, part of the 2D pitch angle dis-
tribution for a given sensor (HEEA or LEEA) is collected in
a single sweep (∼125 ms), and the remainder of the distri-
bution is taken half a spin or 2 s later. Thus, the data shown
in Figures 7 and 8 represent the 2D electron distribution at
approximately 2 s resolution. For a plasma frequency of
30 kHz, the beam‐driven Langmuir wave growth rates cal-
culated using equation (6) correspond to time scales
between 0.5 and 5 ms. The WBD waveforms in Figure 3
show that foreshock Langmuir wave amplitudes actually
do vary on these time scales. We can expect that the electron
distributions in the foreshock will also vary on time scales of
a few milliseconds in response to the growth and decay of
Langmuir waves. Measurements of the full electron dis-
tributions are not available on these time scales.
[44] The reduced electron distribution function shown in

Figure 8 therefore represents a spatial and temporal average
of the electron distribution due to the time required to obtain
the full distribution and the motion of the spacecraft during
the measurements. This could explain why our best esti-
mates of the electrostatic decay threshold are about a factor
of 2–3 times higher than the average threshold indicated by
the Langmuir wave spectra. If a decay process is limiting
Langmuir wave growth in the foreshock, the variability in
beam energies and damping rates can also explain why we
occasionally observe spectra with single peaks for wave-
forms with amplitudes above the 22.0 mV/m decay thresh-
old indicated by the data in Figures 4 and 6. Large
amplitude waves generated with smaller k and longer
wavelengths by the most energetic electron beams near the
foreshock boundary will experience lower damping rates
than less intense waves, as indicated by the smaller slope of
the reduced distribution function in Figure 8 at high parallel
velocities. The lower damping rate may permit waves gen-
erated by higher energy beams to exist for longer time
periods before being damped away or undergoing decay.
[45] Another possible explanation for the large amplitude

waves with single peaks is that the frequency splitting
between the backscattered and beam‐driven wave is less

Figure 8. Reduced electron distribution function deter-
mined from Cluster PEACE data from spacecraft 3 for the
same time period (09:16:04.109 to 09:16:06.229 UT) shown
in Figure 7.
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than the minimum of ∼400 Hz that can be measured with
our 1090‐point FFT. For the decay interaction shown in
equation (1), the frequency separation between the two
peaks in the power spectra comes from the relative Doppler
shift between the backscattered wave and the forward
propagating beam‐driven wave due to the solar wind motion
[e.g., Soucek et al., 2005],

!0 ¼ !� 2k � Vsw; ð7Þ

where k is the wave vector and Vsw is the solar wind
velocity. Note that for a single wave, the solar wind motion
would result in a Doppler shift of only k·Vsw. The factor of
2 in equation (7) arises because we are calculating the dif-
ference in frequency between two oppositely propagating
waves. For Vsw = 420 km/s, assuming k is parallel to Vsw for
the beam‐driven wave and antiparallel to Vsw for the
backscattered wave, an 11 keV beam would be necessary for
the separation between the two peaks to be on the edge of
our 1090‐point FFT’s resolution. If the angle between k and
Vsw was 50°, a beam of about 4.5 keV would be necessary.
These energies are above the energy of the beam we
observed on 17 February 2001 by more than a factor of 10,
so it appears unlikely that the splitting was less than the
resolution of our FFT.
[46] Recently, modeling and mutual impedance tests of

the Cluster antennas have indicated that under certain con-
ditions, the effective length of the antennas may be shorter
than their actual physical length [Béghin et al., 2005]. The
results of these tests indicate that we may still be under-
estimating the actual waveform amplitudes, even when
we correct for spin modulation. When the antenna response
and time resolution of the electron measurements are con-
sidered, our results appear to be reasonably consistent
with electrostatic decay. However, it is possible that some
of the double‐peaked power spectra observed by Cluster
are not produced by the electrostatic decay described in
equation (1). For example, theoretical work and Cluster
observations have indicated that foreshock Langmuir waves
could instead decay into electron sound waves and ion
sound waves. Soucek et al. [2005] found the threshold for
this process was between a few mV/m to about 20 mV/m for
most of the waveforms studied. This is within the range of
electric field amplitudes for our two case studies.
[47] Although the amplitude division in the type of power

spectra observed appears to be consistent with a decay
process, evidence for the ion acoustic waves involved in the
electrostatic decay interaction was not found as often as
expected. One possible reason why the ion acoustic waves
required for three‐wave interactions are not observed often
is that the ion acoustic waves are weak, strongly damped,
and rapidly fall below the instrument’s amplitude threshold.
Another possible explanation for the lack of double‐peaked
power spectra with ion acoustic waves is that the frequen-
cies of the ion acoustic waves fall below the 750 Hz lower
cutoff of the receiver. For the decay interaction, the fre-
quency of the ion acoustic wave should be related to the
Doppler shift between the beam‐driven and backscattered
waves. For fpe = 30 kHz and VSW = 420 km/s, if the angle
between k and Vsw is 50 degrees, beam speeds greater than
22,000 km/s (1.3 keV) would be needed in order for the
frequency of the ion acoustic waves to fall below the

receiver cutoff. For fpe = 30 kHz and VSW = 420 km/s, if k is
parallel to Vsw, beam speeds greater than 30,000 km/s
(3.2 keV) would be needed. However, in some double‐
peaked power spectra, such as the example in Figure 3(c),
the separation between the L and L′ wave peaks is wide
enough that we should be able to resolve a peak for the ion
acoustic wave, but we do not have a clear low‐frequency
peak. Ion acoustic waves may be products of electrostatic
decay or they may be generated through instabilities associ-
ated with heat conduction in the solar wind [Forslund, 1970;
Gurnett and Anderson, 1977]. As shown in equation (1),
preexisting ion acoustic waves could also undergo a coa-
lescence with Langmuir waves to generate the backscattered
waves. Following the example of Gurnett and Anderson
[1977], we estimated the range of Doppler‐shifted ion
acoustic wave frequencies that would be possible based
upon the plasma parameters used in our calculations of EL0.
We found that the Doppler‐shifted frequencies of ion
acoustic waves generated by processes other than electro-
static decay should theoretically be within the range of the
WBD receiver for a broad range of propagation angles rel-
ative to the solar wind velocity. Foreshock electron dis-
tributions, such as the one in Figure 7, often show evidence
for a backscattered L′ wave population. If the power spectra
and electron distributions show evidence of a backscattered
wave population, but ion acoustic waves are not present,
some other process may be at work.
[48] The double‐peaked power spectra in these cases may

instead be produced by the reflection of Langmuir waves
from inhomogeneities in the solar wind plasma [e.g., Kellogg
et al., 1999b]. When Langmuir waves encounter regions
where the wave frequency is less than the local plasma
frequency, they can be reflected, mode converted to trans-
verse electromagnetic waves, and trapped in density wells
[Willes and Cairns, 2001]. Reflection by density gradients
produces backscattered waves and could explain the low
percentage of double‐peaked power spectra with ion
acoustic waves found in the Cluster data. Wave scattering
off thermal ions [Muschietti and Dum, 1991, Muschietti et
al., 1996, Mitchell et al., 2003] could also have produced
some double‐peaked power spectra and explain the waves at
2fpe [Yoon et al., 1994]. However, theoretical considerations
indicate that this process is not significant in the Earth’s
foreshock, except for very intense wave packets [Cairns,
2000]. The waveforms associated with power spectra of
the types shown in Figure 3(c) and 3(d) sometimes show
evidence for beating between the different wave popula-
tions, in the form of phase changes near the zero crossings
of the waveform electric field. The reflection of Langmuir
waves by plasma inhomogeneities provides an alternate
explanation to electrostatic decay for beat‐like waveforms
with irregular envelopes [Willes and Cairns, 2001]. Recent
work based upon observations from the STEREO S/WAVES
instrument in the solar wind has suggested that the Lang-
muir wave envelopes and power spectra featuring double
peaks and side lobes can be explained by Langmuir wave
eigenmodes trapped in parabolic density wells [Ergun et al.,
2008]. While wave reflection, mode conversion, and eigen-
mode structures could also play a role in the foreshock, our
data and decay threshold calculations suggest that Langmuir
wave decay still may be an important process during the
time periods studied.
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5.2. Modulational Instability

[49] Many authors have discussed the modulational
instability as another possible mechanism for the saturation
of Langmuir waves in the Earth’s foreshock, as well as in
the source regions of type III solar radio bursts [Thejappa
et al., 1999]. The physics of strong turbulence and mod-
ulational instabilities, as well as the decay processes
important in weak turbulence interactions, can be described
using the Zakharov equations [Zakharov, 1972]. To deter-
mine if decay processes or the modulational instability are
allowed for the February 17, 2002 case study, we consider
the dimensionless energy density of the pump Langmuir
waves [Robinson, 1997],

W ¼ "0E2

4nekBTe
; ð8Þ

where E is the electric field amplitude of the waves. Elec-
trostatic decay processes will dominate over modulational
instabilities [Robinson, 1997; Cairns et al., 1998] when

W < k�D
me

Mi

� �1=2

ð9Þ

k�D >
1

3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
me

Mi

� �
1þ 3

Ti
Te

� �s
: ð10Þ

Even for the largest amplitude uncorrected electric fields,
E = 36.9 mV/m, that can be observed by the Cluster WBD
receiver, we only haveW = 1.3 × 10−4 using the same plasma
parameters as before. Using the largest spin corrected
amplitude found on 17 February 2002, E = 69.7 mV/m,
givesW = 4.7 × 10−4. For the calculated Debye length of lD =
8.1 m and assuming nb = w/k, we have klD ∼0.24, so that the
right‐hand side of equation (9) is 5.6 × 10−3. This is more
than a factor of 10 greater than W for even the largest
amplitude waves observed during the time interval we
considered, which are too small for the modulational
instability to occur. For our plasma and beam parameters,
equation (9) would hold true until the wave amplitudes
reached values well over 200 mV/m. The condition on the
wave number given in equation (10) can be rewritten in
terms of the electron beam speed and thermal speed so that
we have

�b
Ve

� 3

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Mi

me 1þ 3 Ti
Te

� �
vuut ; ð11Þ

which gives the maximum beam speed allowed for elec-
trostatic decay to proceed [Cairns et al., 1998]. For the
beam speed and temperatures used in our calculation of the
electrostatic decay threshold, the value of the right‐hand
side of equation (11) is about 42, a factor of 10 larger than
the ratio of the electron beam speed and thermal speed,
nb /Ve = 4.2. This suggests that the beam in our example
is well below the maximum beam speed allowed for elec-
trostatic decay. Even if the ion temperature was consider-
ably lower or higher, so that Ti /Te = 1/3 or Ti /Te = 5, we
would still be well within the regime where electrostatic

decay is permitted for our beam parameters and electron
temperature. Thus, we conclude that our data are consistent
with electrostatic decay and not consistent with the modula-
tional instability. This agrees with past studies [Cairns et al.,
1998; Bale et al., 1997; Kellogg et al., 1999a] showing
that the Langmuir wave amplitudes in the Earth’s fore-
shock are not sufficient for modulational instabilities and
wave collapse.

6. Conclusions

[50] We performed statistical analysis on Langmuir wave
power spectra from the Earth’s foreshock to determine how
often the signatures of three‐wave interactions and waves at
harmonics of the plasma frequency are observed in the
Cluster data set. Power spectra with double peaks near fpe are
mainly observed for lower amplitude waves (< 22.0 mV/m),
but the ion acoustic waves required for three‐wave inter-
actions are not observed very often. Either the ion acoustic
waves are weak and strongly damped, or other processes,
such as wave reflection and mode conversion, are respon-
sible for some of the double‐peaked power spectra. The
types of spectra found for waveforms with amplitudes less
than 22.0 mV/m and the lack of large numbers of wave-
forms above 22.0 mV/m may be related to saturation of
wave growth by electrostatic decay processes in the fore-
shock. Theoretical predictions of the decay threshold do not
agree well with our experimentally determined threshold,
but the predicted values are consistent with the observed
range of maximum amplitudes and the idea that Langmuir
wave growth is saturated by decay processes. The beam
parameters, electric field amplitudes, and wave vectors in
the 17 February 2002 case study appear to be well within the
regime where decay processes should dominate over mod-
ulational instabilities.
[51] We found that many of the largest amplitude waves

near the foreshock edge were emissions at fpe and 2fpe,
which initially appeared to be consistent with past studies
showing that the most intense 2fpe radio emissions occur at
the foreshock edge [Lacombe et al., 1988; Kasaba et al.,
2000]. However, a significant portion of the harmonics
observed by the Cluster were very weak compared to the
fundamental and could not be clearly distinguished from
harmonics generated by nonlinear instrumental effects.
Detailed comparison with the results from bench tests of the
Cluster WBD Plasma Wave Receiver indicated that only a
few percent of the harmonics observed in the foreshock may
be natural. As the types of nonlinear instrumental effects
examined in this paper and by Walker et al. [2002] are a
feature of all amplifier circuits and are not unique to the
Cluster WBD Plasma Wave Receiver, future investigators
studying harmonic generation in the Earth’s foreshock or
any other region of space need to compare all observed
harmonics to the instrumental levels found during calibra-
tion before conducting in‐depth studies of possible natural
generation processes.
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